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Title:   The Sad Ghost Club     Author: Lize 
Meddings 

LIKES 
 

Accurate portrayal of what it’s like to have anxious or compulsive thoughts 
The message that you are not alone. You may not have found your people yet, but you will. 
Not just a representation of loneliness, but of overthinking 
Normalising anxiety  
The metaphor of the ghost 
Invisible people’s club – oxymoron 
The way it’s drawn 
Very relatable 
Some of us read the character as male, some as female, some as gender neutral – can relate to it as you wish. 
The cat – comfort 
Clear audience – teens – but could be read and related to by people of any age. Speaks to a lot of different circumstances, for example recently arrived 
immigrants joining school and trying to find their place. 
Simple, accessible, but so much was conveyed about a difficult subject – lots of nuance. A book about anxiety designed to induce as little anxiety as 
possible. A nice contrast with a lot of YA fiction about zany characters/great friendship groups having big adventures. Instead a the viewpoint of 
someone who is vulnerable. 
The two ‘ghosts’ had very different world views and experiences of anxiety. There was a believable amount of awkwardness between them. But none of 
this stopped them making a connection. Glad this wasn’t turned into a romance though! 
Loved the graphic novel format which is also hugely popular with pupils. 
Normalising anxiety/mental health struggles. The difficulties with something as normal as a party. 
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DISLIKES 

Didn’t really want to criticise this because of the candour of it. 
What if you can’t make that first connection? Like a missing link in the story 
Quite slight. Feel as if this is both a strength and a weakness. Quick and easy read and uncomplicated, but hits a deep nerve. But over too soon. Maybe 
not a problem for the target audience.  
Felt that some of the dialogue could have been stronger.  
A read that made us feel sad. Not that books shouldn’t! 
Not the fault of the creator – but the title/ghost metaphor has caused issues in one of the religious schools. 

 
 

 

PUZZLES 

• What age are the characters? Could be anything from KS4 to university? 
• Sometimes got confused between the two ghosts because they looked the same. But not a huge problem and perhaps part of the point was the 

importance of what they have in common. 
• The ending with the third ghost. Was this going back in time? But apparently there is going to be a Sad Ghost Club 2 so we will probably find out. 

 

 

 

PATTERNS (Within this book and links to other books and real-life experiences) 
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Within the novel 
• Therapeutic effect of nature 
• Recurring, obsessive thoughts 
• The bird in the illustration 
• The role of cat 

 
Real life links 
So relatable. Lots of discussion about the post-pandemic experiences of ourselves, friends and family and pupils. 
 
 
 
Links to other books / film 
Tsunami Girl by Julian Sedgewick 
The Unlikely Hero of Room 13b by Teresa Toten 
The Sad Ghost Club comics 
Heartstopper,  I was Born for This, Loveless all by Alice Oseman 
Jessica’s Ghost by Andrew Norriss 
All the Things That Could go Wrong – Stewart Foster 
Am I normal yet? By Holly Bourne  
What if Pig? By Lizzie Hunter 
Film – A Ghost Story – a literal ghost watches as the world continues without him (not for pupils) 
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HOOKS 

• This book is spreading fast by word of mouth! 
• Link to mental health week e.g. library display 
• Sharing some illustrations as a taster 
• Passing on to some specific students e.g. AS pupil dealing with anxiety. 
• A genre focus in the library – one on graphic novels with displays, activities and recommendations 

 

READING ALOUD, HAVING IGNITED THEIR CURIOSITY 

• Looking at the moments where there is no text. What’s being conveyed? Why no text here? 

 

 

OUTPUTS FOLLOWING READING (ORAL AND WRITTEN) 

Discussing what happened in the ‘gutter’ between two images 
Writing creatively about the natural world/going out in nature 
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RESOURCES 

Learning how to read a graphic novel: https://theedge.com.hk/how-to-read-a-graphic-novel-or-comic-strip/  
Or for teachers: Scott McCloud's Understanding Comics https://www.waterstones.com/book/understanding-comics/scott-mccloud/9780060976255 (recommended by 
Jen Aggleton who says ‘It's a very old book (1993) but it's still the best, most accessible, introduction to comics and how to read them out there. It's also written and drawn 
by a comic book artist rather than an academic so it's much easier to understand than most academic work on the topic!’) 

 

 

OTHER 

•  

 


